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1550-7998=20We study the productions of p-wave mesons K01430, K11270, and K11400 in B decays. By the
generalized factorization approach, we find that the branching ratios of B ! K01430 are similar to
those of B ! K while the branching ratios of B ! K11270 and B ! K11400 are O105 and
O106, respectively. In terms of the observation of B ! K11270 by BELLE, we can remove the sign
ambiguity in the mixing angle for physical states K11270 and K11400. In addition, we analyze
annihilation contributions in the decays B ! K1 and we conclude that they could be neglected.
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It is known that there have been some anomalies in
penguin dominant B decay processes, which cannot be
easily explained in the standard model (SM), especially
the two puzzles: (a) the large branching ratios (BRs) of
B ! K0 [1] and (b) the small longitudinal fractions of
B ! K decays [2]. Note that, at the quark level, both
puzzles (a) and (b) belong to the penguin dominant tran-
sitions b ! sq q. Although it is possible that some compli-
cated hadronic effects [3,4] or new physics [5,6] could
solve these anomalies, to find out the real causes it is clear
that we have to study more processes, in particular, those
involving with similar weak interactions. Inspired by the
polarization abnormalities in B ! K, we investigate the
decays of B ! K1 in the SM, where K1, denoting
K11270 and K11400, are axial-vector bosons and the
mixtures of states K3P1 and K1P1 . Our purpose of this work
is to see whether similar anomalies occur when these
modes are measured. Similarly, we will also study B !
K01430.
As usual, the challenge to study the exclusive decays is
the estimations of the transition matrix elements. By the
naive factorization (NF), the decay amplitudes can be
simplified as chOifact, in which hOifact denotes the
factorizable part. Using the approach of the NF, we imme-
diately suffer from the problem of the -scale dependence
on hadronic matrix elements since the-dependent Wilson
coefficient c cannot get compensation from hOifact.
However, by the QCD factorization (QCDF) [7] or pertur-
bative QCD (PQCD) [8] approaches, we need to know the
detailed hadronic spin structures and the associated distri-
bution amplitudes of involving mesons to deal with factor-
ized and nonfactorized effects. For B and  mesons, theyaddress: phychen@mail.ncku.edu.tw
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05=72(5)=054011(7)$23.00 054011have been studied by the heavy quark effective theory
(HQET) [9] and QCD sum rules [10], respectively, and at
least, their asymptotic behaviors of the leading twist and
twist-3 are known clearly. Nevertheless, so far we know
nothing about the axial-vector mesons of K1. In order to
reliably estimate the relevant hadronic effects for the
p-wave modes, we employee the generalized factorization
approach (GFA) [11,12], in which the leading effects are
factorized parts and the nonfactorized effects are lumped
and characterized by the effective number of colors, de-
noted by Neffc [13]. Note that the scale and scheme depen-
dence on effective WCs Ceffi are insensitive.
In addition, we will also analyze the annihilation con-
tributions which are important in B ! PP, VPPV, and
VV decays. However, we will demonstrate that the factor-
ized annihilation effects in B ! K1 decays are smaller
than those of final sates being pseudoscalars and/or vector
bosons.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we first
show the relevant effective interactions and the parametri-
zation of the form factors. We then give the decay ampli-
tudes in the framework of the generalized factorization
approach and define the polarizations for B ! K1 de-
cays. In Sec. III, we present our numerical analysis. We
give our conclusions in Sec. IV.II. FORM FACTORS, DECAY AMPLITUDES AND
POLARIZATIONS
At the quark level, the effective interactions for the
decays of B ! K01430 and B ! K1 are described
by b ! sq q, which are the same as B ! K decays, and
given by [14]
Heff  GF
2
p X
qu;c
Vq

C1Oq1   C2Oq2 
X10
i3
CiOi

; (1)-1 © 2005 The American Physical Society
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where Vq  VqsVqb are the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) [15] matrix elements and the operators O1–O10 are
defined as
Oq1   sqVA qbVA; Oq2  sqVA qbVA; O3  sbVA
X
q
 qqVA;
O4   sbVA
X
q
 qqVA; O5  sbVA
X
q
 qqVA; O6   sbVA
X
q
 qqVA;
O7  32 sbVA
X
q
eq qqVA; O8  32  sbVA
X
q
eq qqVA;
O9  32 sbVA
X
q
eq qqVA; O10  32  sbVA
X
q
eq qqVA;
(2)with  and  being the color indices. In Eq. (1), O1–O2 are
from the tree level of weak interactions, O3–O6 are the so-
called gluon penguin operators and O7–O10 are the elec-
troweak penguin operators, while C1–C10 are the corre-
sponding Wilson coefficients (WCs). Using the unitarity054011condition, the CKM matrix elements for the penguin op-
erators O3–O10 can also be expressed as Vu  Vc  Vt.
To deal with the hadronic transition matrix elements in
the framework of the GFA, we parameterize the relevant
form factors to be [16]hSp2jAj BpBi  i

P m
2
B m2S
q2
q

FBS1 q2 
m2B m2S
q2
qF
BS
0 q2

;
hAp2; "AjVj BpBi  i

mB mA"AVBA1 q2 
"A  pB
mB mA PV
BA
2 q2  2mA
"A  pB
q2
qVBA3 q2  VBA0 q2	

;
hAp2; "AjAj BpBi   A
BAq2
mB mA 	
"

A P
	q
; (3)with
VBA3 q2 
mB mA
2mA
VPA1 q2 
mB mA
2mA
VBA2 q2;
VBA3 0  VBA0 0;
where S and A denote the scalar and axial-vector mesons,
respectively, and "A is the polarization vector of the axial-
vector meson. In terms of spin, orbital and total angular
momenta, they can be described by 2S 1LJ so that
S3 P0 and A3 P11P1, P  pB  p2, q  pB  p2.
We note that the state A is not a physical state. Because
of the decaying topology, the transition matrix elements
could be further described by
XBSA;  hjssV
Aj0ihSAj sbVAj Bi;
YB;SA1  hSAj qsVAj0ih0j qbVAj Bi;
YB;SA2  hSAj qsSPj0ih0j qbSPj Bi;
(4)
where XBSA; denote the factorized parts of emission
topology and YB;SA1;2 stand for the factorized parts of
annihilation topology. Note that the currents associated
with S P  S P in Eq. (4) are from the Fierz trans-
formations of V  A  V  A. From Eqs. (1)–(4), the
decay amplitudes for B ! K01430 can be written asA Bd ! K00 1430 
GF
2
p fVtbVts~asXBK0 ;
 as4 YB;K

0
1  2as6 YB;K

0
2 	g;
ABu ! K0 1430 
GF
2
p fVusVuba1YB;K

0
1
 VtbVts~asXBK0 ;
 au4 YB;K

0
1  2au6 YB;K

0
2 	g;
(5)
with ~as  as3  as4  as5 . To be more convenient for
our analysis, we can redefine the useful WCs by combing
gluon and electroweak penguin contributions to be
a1  Ceff2 
Ceff1
Neffc
; a2  Ceff1 
Ceff2
Neffc
;
aq3  Ceff3 
Ceff4
Neffc
 3
2
eq

Ceff9 
Ceff10
Neffc

;
aq4  Ceff4 
Ceff3
Neffc
 3
2
eq

Ceff10 
Ceff9
Neffc

;
aq5  Ceff5 
Ceff6
Neffc
 3
2
eq

Ceff7 
Ceff8
Neffc

;
aq6  Ceff6 
Ceff5
Neffc
 3
2
eq

Ceff8 
Ceff7
Neffc

;
(6)-2
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where the WCs Ceffi have contained vertex corrections for
smearing the -scale dependence in transition matrix ele-
ments [12]. We note that in order to include nonfactoriz-
able effects, the color number Neffc is regarded as a variable
and it may not be equal to 3. Similarly, the decay ampli-
tudes for B ! A are described by
A Bd ! A  GF
2
p fVtbVts~asXBA;
 as4 YB;A1  2as6 YB;A2 	g;
ABu ! A  GF
2
p fVusVuba1XB;A1  VtbVts~asXBA;
 au4 YB;A1  2au6 YB;A2 	g:
(7)
As known that the physical states K11270 and K11400
are the mixtures of states 1P1 and 3P1, their realtions could
be parametrized by [16,17],
K11270  K1P1 cos K3P1 sin;
K11400  K1P1 sin K3P1 cos:
(8)
Hence, the physical decaying amplitudes are given by
AB ! K11270p  cosAB ! K1P1
 sinAB ! K3P1;
AB ! K11400p   sinAB ! K1P1
 cosAB ! K3P1:
(9)
Since the final sates of B ! AV carry spin degrees of
freedom, the decay amplitudes in terms of helicities, like
those in the B ! V1V2 decays, can be generally described
by
M   VAag  bpBpB
 icp1p2	:
Because B is a pseudoscalar, the two outgoing vector
mesons A and V have to carry the same helicity.
Consequently, the amplitudes with different helicities can
be decomposed as
H00  12mVmA m
2
B m2V m2Aa 2m2Bp2b	;
H

  amBpc;
(10)
where p is the magnitude of vector momenta of vector
mesons. In addition, we can also write the amplitudes in
terms of polarizations as
AL  H00Ak?  1
2
p H 
H: (11)
Accordingly, the polarization fractions can be defined to be
Ri  jAij
2
jALj2  jAkj2  jA2?j
; i  L; k;?; (12)054011representing longitudinal, transverse parallel and trans-
verse perpendicular components, respectively. Note thatP
iRi  1. In sum, the decay rate expressed by polarization
amplitudes is given by
  G
2
Fp
16m2B
jALj2  jAkj2  jA?j2: (13)III. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
A. The analysis of annihilation contributions
on B ! AV decays
It has been believed that the annihilation contributions
could significantly reduce the longitudinal polarization of
B ! K decays. It is interesting to ask whether annihi-
lation effects could also play an important role on the
polarization fractions of B ! K1 decays. To answer the
question, we start with the analysis on the annihilation
contributions in B ! PP and B ! VV decays. For B !
PP decays, the factorized amplitude associated with the
V  A  V  A interaction for annihilated topology
can be expressed as
hP1P2j q11 5q2 q31 5bj Bia
 ifBm21 m22FP1P20 m2B; (14)
where m12 are the masses of outgoing particles and fB and
FP1P20 m2B correspond to the B decay constant and the
timelike form factor, defined by
h0j q5bj BpBi ifBpB ;
hP1p1P2p2j q1q2j0i

qm
2
1m22
Q2
Q

FP1P21 Q2
m
2
1m22
Q2
QF
P1P2
0 Q2;
(15)
respectively, with q  p1  p2 and Q  p1  p2. From
Eq. (14), it is clear that if m1  m2, the factorized effects
of annihilation topology vanish. However, if the associated
interactions are S P  S P, by equation of motion,
the decay amplitude becomes
hP1P2j q11 5q2 q31 5bj Bia
 ifB m
2
1 m22m2B
mq1 mq2mb mq3
FP1P20 m2B: (16)
We see that the subtracted factors appear in the numerator
and denominator simultaneously. As a result, the annihila-
tion effects by S P  S P interactions can be siz-
able due to m21 m22=mq1 mq2 / m1 m2. The
suppression only comes from the form factor FP1P20 m2B /
1=m2B which can be calculated by PQCD [18]. Similarly,
we expect that the same conclusion can be given to the VV
modes, i.e., the longitudinal polarization should satisfy-3
TABLE I. The values of form factors for B ! K01430, B !
K3P1 and B ! K1P1 at q2  m2 calculated by LFQCD [16].
F
BK0
1 V
BK3P1
1 V
BK3P1
2 A
BK3P1 V
BK1P1
1 V
BK1P1
2 A
BK1P1
Fm2 0.275 0.393 0.177 0.275 0.197 0:0555 0.118
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hV1LV2Lj q11 5q2 q31 5bj Bia
 ifBm21 m22FV1V20L m2B;
hV1LV2Lj q11 5q2 q31 5bj Bia
 ifB m
2
1 m22m2B
mq1 mq2mb mq3
FV1V20L m2B:
(17)
By the helicity analysis, we find the transverse components
to be
hV1TV2T j q11 5q2 q31 5bj Bia
/ ifBm21 m22
m1m2
m2B
FV1V20T m2B;
hV1TV2T j q11 5q2 q31 5bj Bia
/ ifB m
2
1 m22m2B
mq1 mq2mb mq3
m1 m2
mB
FV1V20T m2B:
(18)
Consequently, for the VV modes, the annihilation effects of
the longitudinal polarizations by S P  S P inter-
actions are only suppressed by the corresponding timelike
form factor FV1V20L m2B while those of the transverse parts
are suppressed by m1 m2=mB  FV1V20T m2B. Hence, the
annihilation contributions can be sizable and important on
polarizations of B ! VV decays.
We now examine the decays of B ! AV and check if the
suppression factor m21 m22 of annihilation contributions
could be smeared in the decays. Similar to the PP and VV
cases, we start by considering the decays of B ! SPwith S
being the p-wave scalar boson. The decay amplitude asso-
ciated with V  A  V  A interactions can be ex-
pressed by
hP1S2j q11 5q2 q31 5bj Bia
 fBm21 m22FP1S20 m2B: (19)
By equation of motion, the decay amplitude associated
with S P  S P interactions is found to be
hP1S2j q11 5q2 q31 5bj Bia
 fB m
2
1 m22m2B
mq1 mq2mb mq3
FP1S20 m2B: (20)
Clearly, the suppressed factor by the mass difference only
appears in the numerator, i.e. m21 m22=mq1 mq2 /
m1 m2. As a result, we expect that the annihilation
effects in B ! SP decays are much smaller than those of
B ! PP decays. From Eqs. (17) and (18), we could im-
mediately see that the suppressed factor in B ! SP and
B ! AV are the same. In sum, by our analysis, we con-
jecture that if the final states are composed of a vector
(pseudoscalar) boson and an axial-vector (scalar) boson,
the annihilation contributions could be ignored.
Unlike B ! SPAV decays, there is no extra suppress-
ing factor for the decays of B ! SV except the 1=m2B054011suppression. Nevertheless, by comparing to the dominant
emission topology, due to the 1=m2B suppression factor on
the timelike form factor, the annihilated effects are still
small. Therefore, in our calculations we still neglect the
annihilation contributions to the BRs of B ! K01430.
B. Branching ratios and polarization fractions
To get the numerical estimations, we use that the decay
constant f  0:233 GeV and the CKM matrix elements
VtbVts  A2 with A  0:83 and   0:224 [1]. Since
the color number is regarded as a variable, the effective
WCs for different effective colors are found to be ~as 
2:5 GeV  584 97i;418 73i;284
55i; 84 27i  104 and ~as  4:4 GeV 
522 107i;375 81i;257 61i;80 29i 
104 for Neffc  2; 3; 5;1, respectively. The -scale de-
pendence could be taken as theoretical uncertainties.
According to the results of LFQCD [16], the values of
form factors for B ! K01430, B ! K3P1 , and B !
K1P1 at q
2  m2 are shown in Table I.
It is interesting to note that all values of form factors are
positive except VBK1P12  0:0555. We will discuss the
implication of this negative value on the BRs and RL?
for B ! K1. From the definition of form factors for B
decaying to axial-vector boson, shown in Eq. (3), we have
to know the masses of states K3P1 and K1P1 . To obtain the
masses, we adopt the results of Ref. [17] so that m2K3P1 
m2K11270 m2K11400 m2K1P1 and 2m
2
K1P1
 m2b11232 
m2h11380. The remaining unknown parameter is the mixing
angle . It is known that by the decays  ! K11270
K11400,  can be determined to be around 370 and 580
with a twofold ambiguity [19]. Recently, BRB !
K1 1270  4:28
 0:94
 0:43  105 has been
measured by BELLE, in which the errors are statistical
and systematical, respectively. Note that there has been no
measurement on the B ! K1 1400 decay yet [20].
That is, the BR of B ! K11400 might be much smaller
than that of B ! K11270. The observation of the decay
could remove the sign ambiguity and conform   370 or
580 [21].
In terms of Eqs. (5) and (7), the BRs for the different
values of the mixing angle  are displayed in Tables II and
III with   2:5 and 4.4 GeV, respectively. From the
tables, we clearly see that the BRs of B !
K01430; K11270; K11400 are increasing while
Neffc is decreasing. Interestingly, when Neffc  2, BRB !-4
0 20 40 60 80
θ deg.
2
4
6
8
10
12
B
r 1
0
6
(       )
(   
   )
FIG. 1. The branching ratios (in units of 106 as a function of
the mixing angle . The solid and dashed curves correspond to
the decays of B0 ! K011270 and B0 ! K011400, respec-
tively.
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K01430  BRB ! K  8 106 [1]. It is worth
mentioning that the BRs of B ! K are consistent with
the data when Neffc  2 3 by the GFA [12]. We may
conjecture that Neffc  2 3 is also applicable for the
decay modes with the p-wave mesons. Moreover, from
Tables II and III, we find that if   370, BRB !
K11270 is about 1 order of magnitude larger than
BRB ! K11400. On the other hand, if   580, the
ratio BRB ! K11270 to BRB ! K11400 is
around 2. Following the results, we suggest that one could
measure the ratio of BRB ! K11270=BRB !
K11400 to further determine the angle . To be more
clear, we present BRB ! K1 with   2:5 GeV as a
function of  in Fig. 1.
As discussed before, since axial-vector and vector bo-
sons carry the spin degrees of freedom, by the angular
distribution analysis we can study the various polarizations
in B ! AV decays. Hence, from Eq. (7) with neglecting
the annihilation contributions, the polarization amplitudes
for B ! A decays are given by
ALB ! A  GF
2
p ~as f
2mA

m2B m2 m2A
 mB mAVBA1 
4m2Bp
2
mB mA V
BA
2

;
AkB ! A  GF~asfmmB mAVBA1 ;
A?B ! A  GF~asfm 2mBpmB mA A
BA:
(21)
The amplitudes for physical states can be obtained by
following Eq. (9). From the polarization amplitudes, it isTABLE III. The Legend is the sam
Mode Neffc  2
B0 ! K00 1430 6.58
B0 ! K011270 19.60(13.57) 1
B0 ! K011400 2.15(7.10) 1
B ! K0 1430 7.16
B ! K1 1270 20.73(14.76) 1
B ! K1 1400 2.28(7.72) 1
TABLE II. The branching ratios (in units of 10
decays for   370580 with   2:5 GeV.
Mode Neffc  2
B0 ! K00 1430 8.06
B0 ! K011270 24.18(16.63) 1
B0 ! K011400 2.66(8.70) 1
B ! K0 1430 8.77
B ! K1 1270 25.57(18.09) 1
B ! K1 1400 2.81(9.47) 1
054011clear that by the GFA, the polarization fractions depend on
the form factors VBA12, A
BF
, and the mixing angle  but they
are independent of the effective WC ~as. From Eq. (12)
and Table I, our results for polarization fractions RL and
R? are presented in Table IV for   370580. Note that
Rk can be derived by the identity Rk  1 RL  R?.
From Table IV, we can see that the polarization fractions
are somewhat insensitive to the values of  in B !
K11270, i.e., RLB ! K11270  91:9% with  
370 while RLB ! K11270  85:7% with   580.
However, those for B ! K11400 are more sensitive to
, i.e. RLB ! K11400  79:2% with   370
whereas RLB ! K11400  99:5% with   580. In
Fig. 2, we show RL as a function of .e as Table II but   4:4 GeV.
Neffc  3 Neffc  5 Neffc  1
3.40 1.61 0.17
0.14(7.01) 4.80(3.32) 0.50(0.35)
.11(3.67) 0.53(1.74) 0.05(0.18)
3.70 1.75 0.18
0.73(7.62) 5.08(3.61) 0.53(0.38)
.18(3.99) 0.56(1.89) 0.06(0.20)
6) of B ! K01430; K11270; K11400
Neffc  3 Neffc  5 Neffc  1
4.13 1.93 0.18
2.40(8.53) 5.78(3.98) 0.54(0.37)
.36(4.46) 0.64(2.08) 0.06(0.20)
4.50 2.10 0.20
3.11(9.28) 6.11(4.33) 0.57(0.40)
.44(4.85) 0.67(2.26) 0.06(0.21)
-5
0 20 40 60 80
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20
40
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FIG. 2. The longitudinal polarization fractions (in units of %)
as a function of the mixing angle . The solid and dashed curves
correspond to B0 ! K011270 and B0 ! K011400, respec-
tively.
TABLE IV. The polarization fractions (in unit of %) of B !
K11270; K11400 with the form factors in Table I and  
370580.
Mode RL R?
B ! K11270 91.9(85.7) 4.2(7.8)
B ! K11400 79.2(99.5) 12.6(0.4)
CHEN, GENG, HSIAO, AND WEI PHYSICAL REVIEW D 72, 054011 (2005)Finally, we discuss the implication of VBK1P12 0:0555 on BRs and RL?. In fact, if VBA2 is positive, by
comparing with B ! K, ALB ! A could be smaller
because the factor of 1=mB mA enhances the cancella-
tion between the two terms in Eq. (21), whereas the cor-
responding factor is 1=mB mK  for B ! K, which
suppresses the cancellation. However, as shown in
Table IV, RLB ! K11270 for   370 still satisfies
1 2m2=m2B O1, which is the same as the estimation
for B ! K by only considering the factorized parts. It is
clear that the main reason is from the negative form factor
of VBK1P12 . To illustrate the influence, we tune the sign of
V
BK1P1
2 to be positive artificially and we find that BRs and
polarization fractions for   370580, Neffc  2, and  
2:5 GeV are given as follows:
BR B0 ! K011270  7:888:06  106;
BRB0 ! K011400  0:620:44  106;
RLB ! K11270  7569%;
R?B ! K11270  1317%;
RLB ! K11400  1091%;
R?B ! K11400  547%:
(22)
Since BRs and RL are reduced significantly, the measure-
ments on BRs and RL? could also test the sign of V
BK1P1
2 .054011IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the productions of p-wave mesons
K01430, K11270, and K11400 in B decays in the
framework of the GFA. In terms of form factors calculated
by LFQCD, with Neffc  2 we have found that BRB !
K01430  BRB ! K  8 106. We have also
obtained that BRB ! K11270 O105 while
BRB ! K11400 O106. Since the specific val-
ues of BRs are sensitive to the mixing angle , we can
determine the angle by the future measurements on these
modes. Moreover, we have shown that RLB ! K1 
80 100% and we have demonstrated that the BRs and
polarization fractions are also sensitive to the sign of the
form factor VBK1P12 .
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